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Abstract. An adaptive interaction system, which is aware of the user’s current 
cognitive load (CL), can change its response, presentation and flow of interac-
tion material accordingly, to improve user’s experience and performance. We 
present a speech content analysis approach to CL measurement, which employs 
users’ linguistic features of speech to determine their experienced CL level. We 
show analyses of several linguistic features, extracted from speech of personnel 
working in computerized incident control rooms and involved in highly  
complex bushfire management tasks in Australia. We present the results of lin-
guistic features showing significant differences between the speech from the 
cognitively low load and high load tasks. We also discuss how the method may 
be used for user interface evaluation and interaction design improvement.  
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1   Introduction 

Cognitive load (CL) refers to the amount of mental load imposed on a person by a 
particular problem-solving task. It is attributable to the limited capacity of the per-
son’s working memory and his ability to process novel information [5,6]. In complex, 
time-critical, and data-intense situations, users of an interaction system can experi-
ence high cognitive demands, caused either by the complexity of the task being per-
formed or by the complex interaction designs, as in multimodal or multimedia  
interfaces and improper amounts of contents presented at once [7]. For example high 
intensity control room work-situations, such as that found in high-reliability environ-
ments e.g. air traffic control, require users or operators to manage a number of such 
interfaces, switching from one application interface to another, often over multiple 
screens and in time-critical scenarios. Operators will frequently use radios or mobile 
phones, make and answer calls, and speak to their co-located colleagues while com-
pleting their tasks. This can result in extremely high cognitive load and interfere with 
users’ ability to perform at the optimum level.  

Adaptive interaction systems that are aware of the users’ cognitive load (CL) could 
in fact alleviate these problems by implementing strategies to adjust the response, 
presentation and flow of interaction material as per users’ experienced CL to help 
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them complete the task effectively. However, measuring a user’s CL robustly is not a 
trivial task. Many studies have attempted to measure CL using several methods in-
cluding physiological, performance, and self-reporting subjective measures [1-3,6]. 
Such measures, however, can be physically or psychologically intrusive and can dis-
rupt the normal flow of the interaction. While they may be useful approaches in re-
search situations, they are often unsuitable for deployment in real-life scenarios. 

Behavioral measures such as some speech features, e.g. pitch, prosody, pauses, and 
disfluencies, have also been found to be changing under high levels of CL [4,8-10]. 
Such measures allow non-intrusive analysis as they are based on speech data gener-
ated by users while they complete the task. Linguistic and grammatical features may 
also be extracted from spoken or written input for the purpose. Such features have 
been used before for purposes other than CL measurement [11-13].  

In this paper, we present a study that analyses linguistic features of speech as po-
tential indices of CL. We analyze several linguistic features, extracted from speech of 
operators working in computerized incident control rooms and involved in highly 
complex bushfire management tasks around Australia. We present the results of lin-
guistic features showing significant differences between the speech from the cogni-
tively low load and high load tasks. We also discuss how this approach may be used 
for user interface evaluation and interaction design improvement. 

2   Study and Method 

2.1   Data and Participants 

Australia is one of the most bushfire-prone regions in the world. As the impact of 
climate change results in more extreme weather events, fire and emergency service 
work is becoming increasingly important and needs to be managed in order to save 
the communities from their effects. The speech data used in this study was collected 
from operators of Incident Management Teams (IMTs) [14] involved in bushfire 
management in Australia. Three targeted roles comprised of Incident Controller (IC), 
Planner, and Operations (Ops), who participated in planned bushfire management 
training exercises simulated to be conducted in four states of Australia (New South 
Wales, Victoria, Queensland, and Tasmania).  

The data was collected from 9 different exercises each about 5 hours in duration on 
average, resulting in 27 operators’ speech data being available for our study. All op-
erators had experience in bushfire management and were competent for their assigned 
roles. Each exercise was monitored by a bushfire management expert training in 
charge. During each exercise a fire is reported that escalates and threatens local assets. 
The operators co-located in a control room manage the fire and communicate infor-
mation and resources needed to manage it with each other as well as with the field 
workers and volunteers. For this purpose they use different methods e.g. phone calls, 
map boards, computers often with multiple screens for updated fire maps and task 
checklists etc. All operators’ speech was recorded using lapel microphones for each 
exercise and was later transcribed and coded using Transana [15]. 

2.2   Cognitive Load Coding and Data Cleaning 

All exercises were monitored by bushfire management experts who manually marked 
speech transcriptions for cognitive and/or task load indication based on their observations 
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and given subjective ratings by the operators. The transcriptions were marked for four 
different load levels: (1) ‘low’: non-bushfire activity, no time pressure; (2) ‘medium’: 
routine tasks; (3) ‘high’: challenging tasks, time constraints; and (4) ‘very high’: very 
challenging, lot of unexpected events and breakdowns happening. The transcribed data 
was later cleaned and parsed semi-automatically to bring it in a form usable by an auto-
matic text analysis and extraction software tool. The cleaned data for each IMT role from 
each exercise was stored in a separate text file grouped as coded load levels resulting in 
27 transcription text files. 

2.3   Hypotheses 

We expected several linguistic indices to be likely indicators of load including word 
count, negative emotions, perceptive and cognitive phrases, and inclusive words, etc. 
Across users, indices that we expected to increase with CL include negative emotions, 
number of long words, affective words (preposition and conjunction words), percep-
tive and cognitive phrases, and feelings and inclusive words. Indices that we expected 
to decrease with CL include total number of words spoken, and number of words per 
sentence. 

3   Data Analysis and Results 

During cleaning it was observed that for load levels ‘low’ (1) and ‘very high’ (4), 
there was insufficient data available, which could affect the results of our analysis. So 
to handle the problem of missing data, we combined two lower load tasks i.e. (1) and 
(2) into one as ‘low’ and two higher load tasks i.e. (3) and (4) into one as ‘high’ for all 
transcription files. These files were processed using a text analysis software called 
LIWC [16] that automatically extracted 85 predefined linguistic features from each 
transcript file for ‘low’ and ‘high’ load speech separately in that file. To take into ac-
count differences in verbosity, these were extracted as percentages of total words. 

We analyzed extracted linguistic data for all three operator roles combined, as well 
as separately, resulting in four data sets for analysis. Tables 1 and 2 show linguistic 
features that showed consistent trends, i.e. either increased or decreased use of a fea-
ture between low load and high load tasks across four data sets, underscoring the im-
portance of these features for measuring CL. The values show the usage difference in 
percentage for each feature, indicated by a plus sign for an increased usage and a mi-
nus sign for a decreased usage. 

       Table 1. Significant Linguistic Features     Table 2. Supporting Features 
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 Load-wise (All Roles) +24% -22% +42% +21% +14% +62%   Load-wise (All Roles) +12% +5% +4% 
 Role-wise (IC) +39% -15% +98% +36% +18% +113%   Role-wise (IC) +4% +13% +5% 
 Role-wise (Planning) +22% -48% +80% +20% +4% +20%   Role-wise (Planning) +5% +2% +4% 
 Role-wise (Operations) +14% -2% +9% +8% +13% +26%   Role-wise (Operations) +7% +5% +11% 
Shaded cells = Statistically significant; p < 0.03  
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The linguistic features are listed below with few examples of each: 

• WC: Total number of words spoken by the operator; 
• WPS: Number of words used per sentence; 
• AW: Affective words i.e. preposition and conjunction words, e.g. about, along, etc. 
• NE: Words that denote negative emotions, e.g. annoy, angry, messy, afraid, etc.; 
• Per: Perception words, e.g. vision, beauty, quite, rough, cold, etc.;  
• Cog: Words that represent the human cognitive processes, i.e. think, consider etc.; 
• Feel: Words that denote feelings, e.g. hard, difficult, heavy, loose, sharp, tight etc. 
• LW: Number of long words, i.e. words with at least six letters; 
• Inc: Inclusive words, e.g. and, both, each, including, plus, with etc.; 

 

To test the significance of these features, we analyzed them for the differences be-
tween low and high load tasks for the four data sets using dependent-sample 2-tailed 
t-Test with 95% confidence level (alpha = 0.03 after Bonferroni adjustment).  Table 1 
shows test results for features with majority of them statistically significant (shaded; 
p<0.03). This implies that we can use these features to determine a user’s level of CL 
from similar speech data robustly. Table 2 shows features that were found insignifi-
cant but may be used to support the significant features for better CL measurement 
due to their consistent trend across all roles. 

4   Discussion 

Analyses of bushfire operators speech showed consistent trends for selected linguistic 
features over a variety of data sets and roles, along with many significant results, and 
therefore, confirmed the robustness of these features for CL measurement. We remain 
optimistic about the lack of significant results for some roles, as this may have been due 
to insufficient amount of speech data. Additionally, although all operators are expected 
to have same language profile, some of them may not have used enough relevant words 
or terms for a particular linguistic feature category, due to possible difference in the  
nature of role.  

It was interesting to find out that in contrast to our hypothesis about the WC and 
the WPS features, these showed increasing trends. This could be due to the complex 
and data-intense nature of the task. We expect same feature behavior in similar task 
situations but this trend may not persist with less critical task situations. Also, though 
the results apply across a variety of people and roles, they are specific for this combi-
nation of tasks, in a bushfire management scenario. Different linguistic features may 
be found to be robust for other types of application scenarios, e.g. in road or air traffic 
management, though it is expected to have common linguistic features across these 
application areas. 

Adaptive interaction can be achieved with a system, which is able to determine user’s 
experienced CL using the proposed approach. For example, in bushfire management 
control room scenario, the system can be able to adapt many things, from highlighting 
critical screen or window, to sorting and prioritizing task checklists, to showing con-
trolled reminders, to filtering email messages, to redirecting phone calls to less cogni-
tively loaded operators etc.  

Besides the possible system adaptation, this linguistic approach to measuring CL may 
be used as a post-hoc analysis technique for user interface evaluation and interaction  
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design improvement. For example, we may evaluate two different speech-enabled inter-
faces to see which one is resulting in higher CL. Based on the findings we may be able to 
improve the interaction design for the interface causing higher CL. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

This study has provided encouraging evidence for use of linguistic features of speech 
as indicators of increased CL. Though these features require further cross-application 
validation, analysis and evaluation, they offer a promising contribution to the set of 
potential interactive indices that may be used by human computer interaction systems.  

For future work, we intend to include in our analyses the grammatical features for 
CL measurement, along with validation of all the potential features and development 
of a common feature set for different application areas. We also intend to develop a 
software application to demonstrate the concept using the proposed features. 
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